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Lee establishes chair
for arts collaboration

New residential space
A site plan for Phase 2 of the South 40 construction project shows four new residential houses
and a new parking garage rimming the baseball and intramural fields. The two easternmost
buildings appear in the inset. Phase 2, designed by Mackey Mitchell Associates, architects, is
under way now.

Maki named VADC design architect
Fumihiko Maki, an internationally renowned architect
and winner of the Pritzker
Prize, has been selected as design
architect for Washington
University's proposed Visual Arts
and Design Center (VADC). Maki
proposed RMW Architects +
Design of San Francisco to serve
as project architect.
Maki, who once taught at the
School of Architecture, and
Harish Shah, a principal of RMW
Architects and a 1973 graduate of
the architecture school, will work
on conceptualization of the center
so that a budget can be defined
and fundraising for the project
can begin. Shah and RMW have
collaborated with Maki in the
past, most recently on the Yerba
Buena Gardens Center for the
Arts in San Francisco.
Three decades ago, Maki
developed the early-stage designs
of Steinberg Hall, which is home
to the University's Gallery of Art,
Department of Art History and
Archaeology in Arts and Sciences
and the Art and Architecture
Library.
"We are very pleased to be
working with an architect of

Maki's caliber," said Joe Deal,
dean of the School of Art and
director of the VADC executive
committee. "His long-standing
relationship with the University
and international stature make
him the ideal candidate."
Cynthia Weese, FAIA, dean of
the architecture school, said: "We
selected Maki because, in addition to being one of the best
architects in the world, he is an
architect ideally suited for our
students to emulate. Maki is
talented, responsible, responsive
and experienced. We look forward
to these next years as not only a
great building experience but a
valuable learning experience as
well."
Deal noted that Maki's selection means that the architects can
begin to move forward on design
concepts for the building. However, Deal stressed that funds
have yet to be raised for the
center. It will be several months
before design concepts are submitted to the University, Deal
said.
The proposed center would
link programs in art, architecture,
art history, art exhibition and

information systems and would
involve the schools of Art and
Architecture, the art history and
archaeology department, the
Gallery of Art and the Art and
Architecture Library. Plans
Continued on page 8

A $1.5
1.5 million gift to Washingt
igton University from
-philanthropist
phil
E. Desmond
Lee will establish an endowed
professorship to foster collaboration among arts institutions in
St. Louis, Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton has announced.
"I continue to be inspired by
the deep commitment of Des Lee
to the improvement of the
St. Louis region and to the institutions that guide it," Wrighton said.
"Strengthening the arts in the
community is a noble goal, and
we will do our utmost to make the
most of this cooperative venture.
We are delighted that he has
chosen Washington University as
a place where this collaboration
and enhancement can take place."
The E. Desmond Lee Endowed
Professorship for Collaboration of
the Arts is designed to foster a
stronger relationship among
Washington University and arts
institutions in St. Louis, most
notably The Saint Louis Art
Museum. Other possible partners
in the alliance will include the
Missouri Historical Society, the
University of Missouri-St. Louis
and the Mercantile Library.
"Each of these institutions has
outstanding collections, and it is
my hope that this collaboration
will strengthen our community as
an arts center and Washington

University as a visionary leader in
this field," Lee explained.
William H. Danforth, chairman of the Board of Trustees
said: "Des Lee's extraordinary
generosity is matched only by his
dedication to his community. He
combines imagination and generosity to make wonderful things
happen in St. Louis."
Joe Deal, dean of the School
of Art, and Joseph D. Ketner II,
director of the Gallery of Art,
both expressed enthusiasm for the
goals of the new professorship.
"There are many ways in which
the Gallery of Art can work
together with other St. Louis arts
organizations, and we look forward to implementing new initiatives," Ketner said.
Deal said he hopes the participating institutions will create
more interactive learning opportunities for students. "It is our
goal, through this professorship,
to increase opportunities for our
students and faculty and to foster
greater collaboration between
these institutions that will generate new programs, lectures and
exhibitions for the public," Deal
explained.
Lee received an honorary
degree from the University
May 15 for his support and advocacy of higher education. In
Continued on page 4

Mudd, Shepley halls coming down, but
revered names live on in other buildings

T

I he University's Board of
Trustees last week approved
the demolition of two
buildings on campus. Preparations
to take down Seeley G. Mudd
Hall and Shepley Residence Hall
began Thursday, June 11, and
Shepley began to come down
Friday, June 12. Bellon Wrecking
and Salvage Co. of St. Louis will
take down Mudd Hall; Aalco
Wrecking Co. Inc. of St. Louis is
dismantling Shepley Residence
Hall. Both buildings will be razed
by wrecking ball. The demolitions
are expected to be completed by
Aug. 1.
The decision was made follow-

ing a careful and lengthy analysis
of the cost of renovating these
buildings to accommodate modern technology and to comply
with the Americans With Disabilities Act. In both cases, it was
determined that demolition would
be more cost effective than renovation.
The generosity of the Seeley
G. Mudd Fund and the dedication
of Ethan A.H. Shepley, for whom
the buildings were named, will
live on in the names of two different buildings on campus.
Effective June 10, the existing
Wydown House on the South 40
was renamed the Seeley G. Mudd

House, honoring the medical researcher, educator and philanthropist who died in 1968 at age 72.
A new student residence currently under construction on the
South 40 will be named the Ethan
A.H. Shepley House, after the
tenth chancellor of the University,
who served in that position from
1954-1961 and who was chairman
of the Board of Trustees from
1961-63. That building is one of
three expected to be completed this
fall in Phase 1 of a long-range
housing plan for the South 40.
The existing Mudd Hall is a
90,000-square-foot building comContinued on page 6

Apartments help make room for record class
Washington University,
with a rising reputation and increasing
popularity among the nation's
college-bound students, will
welcome a record-breaking freshman Class of 2002, numbering
more than 1400, in the fall.
"The incoming freshman are a
great and multi-talented group of
students who will have a wonderful impact on Washington University," said James E. McLeod, vice

chancellor for students and dean
of the College of Arts and Sciences. "We are delighted with the
response of applicants and with
the number of students who want
to be part of this University
community."
The record-breaking class,
McLeod said, is "due to the really
fine work of [Associate Vice
Chancellor] John Berg and his
colleagues in undergraduate
admissions and people through-

out the University who help in so
many ways to let students around
the world know what a great place
Washington University is."
Residential house construction
on the South 40 proceeds apace,
and by fall, at the conclusion of
Phase 1 of the project, there will
be a net increase of 145 beds in
the new buildings there.
In an additional measure to
help accommodate the new freshContinued on page 4

On the inside
Mr. Pies

2

A fossil 2 million years old
challenges current ideas
about brain evolution

Honored

Managing infant pain ..3

Staff Day

Fran L. Porter, Ph.D., leads
the field in exploring babies'
experience of pain

23rd annual event offers
employees recognition and
good fun

5

School of Architecture Registrar Myrl Funk holds the Gloria W.
White Award given her on Staff Day, May 18, for her dedication
and zeal in her 40 years at the school. Celebrating with her are
(from left) Dean Cynthia Weese, Professor Sheldon S. Helfman
and Dean Emeritus Constantine E. Michaelides. Story on page 5.
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Medical Update
Mr. Pies throws scientists into a tizzy,
as new findings challenge theories

Glenn C. Conroy, Ph.D., studies prehistoric skulls and
challenges conventional theories about brain evolution.

Glaser receives Eliot Society's
prized' Search' Award June 2
Robert J. Glaser, M.D., a
national leader in medical
education and an emeritus
trustee, has received the 1998
William Greenleaf Eliot Society
Award, the University's most
prestigious honor.
The award, presented annually
to an outstanding citizen of the
Washington
University
community,
was
announced at
the society's
annual
dinner June 2
at the RitzCarlton in
Clayton.
Robert J. Glaser
"Robert J.
Glaser has had a profound
impact on Washington University
as a faculty member and leader,
trustee, wise counselor and
benefactor," said Sam Fox, Eliot
Society president and University
trustee. Glaser received a silver
replica of Heikki Seppa's sculpture "The Search," symbolizing
the University's endless quest for
truth and knowledge.
The Eliot Society was
founded in 1959 in tribute to the
University's founder. Glaser and
his wife, Helen Hofsommer
Glaser, M.D., are life members.
Glaser, a biomedical consultant, serves as chair of the School
of Medicine's National Council,
which helps chart the medical
school's direction. Helen Glaser
also is a member of the council.
From 1984 to 1997, Glaser
served as director of medical
science and as a member of the
board of trustees of the Lucille P.
Markey Charitable Trust. Before
that, he was the first full-time
president and chief executive
officer of the Henry J. Kaiser
Family Foundation.
His work as a policy setter at
the Markey Trust and the Kaiser
Family Foundation and as a
director of other organizations
had a profound impact on the
University and helped transform

medical education and biomedical research. Some of the programs he championed at the
University, such as the Markey
Scholars program, have helped
speed the development of some
of the finest young biomedical
investigators in the nation.
The Glasers also underwrote
the gallery at the entrance of the
History of Medicine Library in
the School of Medicine Library
and Biomedical Communications
Center and endowed a visiting
professorship in the Department
of Medicine. In addition, they
established a book fund in honor
of Helen Glaser's mother,
Aphrodite Jannopoulo
Hofsommer, one of the first
women admitted to the medical
school.
Glaser was elected to
the University's Board of Trustees in 1979, and he continues to
serve on the Board's Educational
Policy Committee, which he
chaired for more than a decade.
He joined the medical school
faculty in 1949 as an instructor
of medicine, evt.itually becoming chief of the Division of
Immunology and of the Rheumatic Fever Clinic and associate
dean and chair of the Committee
on Admissions.
He holds eight honorary
degrees, including one from
Washington University; the
Abraham Flexner Award for
Distinguished Service to Medical Education from the Association of American Medical Colleges; and the Hubert H.
Humphrey Cancer Research
Center Award.
Glaser is a member of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences, a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, a master of the
American College of Physicians
and a member of the Royal
College of Physicians of London.
He has published more than
125 articles on medical education, health care, rheumatic fever
and streptococcal infections.

Mr. Pies, a relative of
early humans, didn't
have such a big brain
after all, a new study reveals. The
results, which made the cover of
the June 12 issue of Science,
throw a wrench into ideas about
brain evolution.
"This paper implies that something is very wrong with previous
interpretations of early hominid
brain capacity," said lead author
Glenn C. Conroy, Ph.D, professor
of anatomy and of anthropology.
"Hopefully, it will launch more
exact studies of other specimens."
The skull of Mr. Pies, found in
South Africa in 1989, is 2.6
million to 2.8 million years old
and is thought to have belonged
to an australopithecine. These
human-like creatures walked on
two legs, ate tough vegetation,
made primitive chopping tools
and lived in a well-wooded, wetter
Africa from about 3.5 million to
2.5 million years ago.
Conroy and colleagues named
the fossil Mr. Pies because it
came from Sterkfontein, the same
site as Mrs. Pies, the first virtually
complete adult australopithecine
skull. Mr. Pies' skull is wellpreserved on one side but partly
open on the other. It earlier was
thought to have a brain capacity
of more than 600 cc — about two
and a half cups of water. "Such a
large brain would be quite
extraordinary because all of the
other Australopithecus africanus
brains are in the mid-400 cc
range," Conroy said.
In 1984, Conroy and radiologist Michael W Vannier, M.D.,

developed a way of analyzing
fossilized skulls that now is
widely used: they imaged them
with a computed tomography
(CT) scanner. This allows
researchers to see inside skulls
that are filled with stone and to
reconstruct hollow skulls that
have pieces missing.
Moonlighting on a CT scanner in a Johannesburg hospital,
Conroy made a virtual cast of
Mr. Pies' skull. Analyzing every
slice of the 3-D image, he calculated a brain size in the low500s. "While that is still the
largest brain known for
A. africanus, it is nowhere near
what has been bandied around by
paleoanthropologists," said
Conroy, who was too cautious to
publish his surprising results
right away.
In 1997, Conroy heard from
Horst Seidler, Ph.D., at the
University of Vienna, Austria.
Seidler had used similar CT
techniques on the famous
Tyrolean Iceman, and he asked
Conroy for the complete data set
from the 2.6 million-year-old
fossil.
Several weeks later, Conroy
and South African anthropologist
Phillip V Tobias, DSc, Ph.D.,
visited Seidler and Gerhard
Weber, Ph.D., in Vienna. The
Austrian scientists had made a
real 3-D model as well as a
virtual model from Conroy's
data. Their calculations — and
the simple act of measuring how
much water the plasticine model
could displace — matched
Conroy's. Mr. Pies' skull had a

Mueckler, Santiago and White
receive top diabetes awards
Three School of Medicine
researchers recently were
honored by the American
Diabetes Association (ADA) for
contributions to the field of diabetes. Mike M. Mueckler, Ph.D., the
late Julio V Santiago, M.D., and
Neil H. White, M.D, received
recognition at the society's annual
meeting held in June in Chicago.
Mueckler, a professor of cell
biology and physiology, received
the Outstanding Scientific
Achievement
Award. He
also delivered the 1998
Lilly Lecture. Eli
Lilly and
Co., a global
researchMike M. Mueckler
based pharmaceutical company, sponsors the
award.
Santiago, a professor of medicine and of pediatrics until his
death in 1997, was honored with
the Outstanding Clinician in
Diabetes Award. Santiago's family accepted the award, sponsored
by Pfizer Inc., in his name.
White, an associate professor
of pediatrics, received the
Outstanding
Contribution to |
Camping and
Diabetes
Award. The
award is sponsored by
BectonDickinson
Consumer
Products.
Neil H. White
The Outstanding Scientific Achievement
Award is presented to an investi-

gator younger than 45 who has
contributed greatly to diabetes
research and demonstrates originality and independence of
thought.
Mueckler, who also is associate
director of the University's Diabetes Research and Training Center,
has been a leader in determining
how blood-sugar levels are regulated at the molecular and cellular
levels. His research focuses on
cell-membrane proteins called
glucose transporters, which ferry
glucose into cells.
Santiago was an internationally renowned diabetes researcher
who directed the Division of
Pediatric
Endocrinology and
Metabolism
at the medical school.
He also
directed the
Diabetes
Research and
Training
Julio V. Santiago
Center and
was a staff physician at BarnesJewish and St. Louis Children's
hospitals.
White is active in numerous
local and national outreach efforts
by the ADA. He was recognized
for his leadership role in the
association's camping and youth
programs in Michigan and Missouri.
At the medical school, he is
interim director of the Division of
Endocrinology and Metabolism
and associate program director
for the General Clinical Research
Center. He also is a staff physician at Barnes-Jewish and
St. Louis Children's hospitals and
Missouri Baptist Medical Center.

capacity of about 515 cc, the
collaborators concluded. To
confirm this result, they erased
the skull bones in the computer
image to create a virtual brain.
Then they fitted the brain back
inside the skull.
Back in St. Louis, Conroy
analyzed an early hominid skull
that sits on his desk. This
A. africanus, also from
Sterkfontein, turned out to have a
capacity of 370 cc and not 440 cc
as previously thought. "I was
shocked," Conroy said, "because
there was supposed to be a quantitative leap in brain size that
distinguished early hominids
from apes, yet 370 cc is the size
of a chimpanzee brain. Our study
of Mr. Pies clearly shows that
somebody had a brain size of
more than 500 cc 2.6 million
years ago, however. So did brain
size increase sharply in some
australopithecines and gradually
enlarge in their descendants to its
present size of at least 1200 cc —
the capacity of a HarleyDavidson engine?"
Although the new study
provides more questions than
answers, it points to three important conclusions, the researchers
said. "First of all, there is no
evidence that any australopithecine had a brain capacity anywhere near 600 cc," Conroy said.
"Second, some estimates of brain
size in early hominids may be too
high. And third, 3-D digital
models provide a very accurate
way of determining how much
brain there was inside a fossilized
skull."
— Linda Sage
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Washington People
Porter breaks ground in managing infant pain
As a high school senior inTulsa, Okla.,
Fran L. Porter had to choose among three
paths. Her parents wanted her to attend a
two-year fashion design school in New York
and then take over their exclusive women's
clothing store. Or she could accept an offer to join a
national ballet company; or she could apply to college.
Without much hesitation, she chose college. Majoring
in English literature at Washington University and studying at Oxford University one summer, she became interested in the communication of ideas. And after some
unusual career twists and turns — one of them running
her own laboratory to investigate communication in bats
— Porter became an infant pain researcher.
"Because it was possible to decipher the cries of bats, I
thought it might be possible to analyze infants' cries as a
means of studying pain," said Porter, Ph.D., assistant
professor of pediatrics.
She now is one of the leading authorities in the field,
said Kanwaljeet S. Anand, M.B.B.S., Ph.D., head of
critical care at the University of Arkansas Medical School
and an internationally recognized infant pain researcher.
"Her theme-oriented, hypothesis-driven research program
has made a major impact on the assessment and management of pain in neonates," Amand said. "I am certain that
future generations of newborns will benefit from her
scientific efforts."
Porter's path to research began in 1972, when she was
an editorial assistant for Stanford Wessler, M.D., head of
the Department of Medicine at Jewish Hospital. One of
her responsibilities was to submit a grand rounds presentation for publication in the Journal of the American
Medical Association each month. Cardiologist Jerry
Cohen, M.D, one of the physicians Porter worked with,
told her that she was too bright to be writing other
people's papers. He thought she could write her own.
Cohen's comment was just one reason Porter started
considering science. More importantly, she had an
unquenchable curiosity for understanding the intricacies
of communication.
She applied and was accepted into a doctoral program
in human development at the University of Chicago,
where she took courses in neuroanatomy and neurophysiology. She spent the year looking at cells through a microscope and studying how nerves reconnect after damage in the central nervous system.
"I wanted to start at the most basic level to understand
the biological basis of communication," she said. "It was
like a duck having found its very first pond."
After she completed a master's degree, Porter had to
decide whether to stay at the University of Chicago or
move back to St. Louis, where her fiance was working.

"My greatest hope is that
infants will be seen as
deserving the same pain
management that any of us
would like."
She decided to get married and make St. Louis her home
while continuing her graduate studies as a doctoral candidate in experimental psychology at Washington University.
After a year in the program, she began exploring
research opportunities with faculty. Over coffee with
comparative physiologist James Simmons, Ph.D., who
studied how precisely bats could detect moving targets like
insects with their sonar system, Porter asked a simple but
fateful question. "Do bats also use sound to communicate
with each other?"

Launching a bat lab
She knew only that bats can live by the millions in caves.
She wondered if they could recognize one another and
their own babies, and if so, how they did it. Her hunch was
that they used their hearing.
Surprised by Porter's question, Simmons told her no
one knew the answer. And he immediately began to sell
her on the idea of researching the question, offering some
of his bats from Panama and Costa Rica that now resided
in the basement of Eads Hall. Tom Sandel, then chair of
the psychology department, was so intrigued by the idea
that he gave Porter her own laboratory and equipment.
"Before I knew it, I was in business," Porter said.
She built a giant flight cage in the Eads basement and
equipped it with a remote-controlled microphone and
video camera. These devices fed signals across the hall to
a television monitor, where she could watch the bats and
record their sounds and behavior. She also spent hundreds
of hours in the darkened room with the bats, observing
their behavior and studying their social structure.
Focusing on one species, a fruit-eating, harem-forming
bat called Carollia perspicillata, Porter linked vocalizations

research has helped highlight
the early markers of pain
vulnerability," he said. "Her
clear and creative thinking has
facilitated the beginnings of
our understanding of the
developmental trajectory of
pain from childhood to adulthood."
Despite Porter's studies
and those of several other
investigators, pain management in babies still appears to
be minimal.
In a recent study of
caregivers' beliefs, she found
that physicians and nurses
believe babies can feel as
much pain as adults. However,
they said that infants are not
getting the pain relief the
caregivers believe they need
during circumcision and other
medical procedures.
Porter cites numerous
reasons why caregivers do not
manage pain better in babies.
It often is not a priority in
medical schools and in nursing programs. Also, approved
drugs for some procedures
may not be available.
Inferior pain management
in babies continues to frustrate and to motivate Porter.
"The worst part of my job is
how slow things are to
change in medicine," she
said. "Managing infant pain
is still lagging far behind
where we think it should be.
I'm very interested in why
that is."
She is inspired by her work
and believes she is attacking
an important problem, not
Fran L. Porter, Ph.D., begins a bedside study on an infant in the Neonatal
only in infants but also in the
Intensive Care Unit at Children's Hospital.
elderly, adult head-injury
patients,
children with sickle
to behavior. She concluded that these bats use sound not
cell
disease
and
those
making
emergency
room visits,
only to communicate with one another but also to maintain
whom she also has studied.
their entire social organization. "In fact, this species has a
very rich language — even special signatures that allow
Enthusiasm, dedication inspire students
bats to recognize each other in the same way we recognize
Compassionate, enthusiastic and dedicated are other words
the voices of our friends and family," she said.
people use to describe Porter. Li Ern Chen, a junior majorPorter continued her work as a postdoctoral fellow in
ing in neurobiopsychology and pre-med studies in Porter's
sensory physiology at the University. In 1980, she received lab, is studying whether infants become more used to or
a call from John Stern, Ph.D., a professor in the psycholmore sensitive to pain. She said Porter's enthusiasm tranogy department. He wanted her to talk to Richard
scends the faculty-student barrier.
Marshall, M.D., head of newborn medicine at the School
"The level of commitment and energy she puts into her
of Medicine, who had a keen interest in infant pain.
work and her life has inspired me both in and out of my
Although Porter protested that she didn't know anything
research," Chen said. "She always goes beyond the call of
about studying pain, Stern convinced her to meet with
duty and gives so much of herself and her time; she will
Marshall anyway.
go out of her way to give encouragement and advice."
As Porter recalled it: "Marshall said, 'I'm very conPorter said she is dedicated to and gets great joy from
cerned that we're not doing what we should for babies. I
her children — Jonathan, a senior at the University; Josh,
don't know how to prove that they feel pain because they
a recent Clayton High School graduate going off to colcan't tell us. Please help me do that.'"
lege in the fall; and Justin, who will be a ninth grader at
At their first meeting, Marshall took Porter to a circum- Clayton High School.
cision. The little boy wailed loudly during the procedure.
Outside of the lab, she enjoys gardening, running and
She wondered if she could apply some of the techniques
doing anything with her children. "There are never
she had used in her bat studies because the question was
enough hours in my day to spend with them," she said. "I
very similar to the question she asked about the bats: Are
don't want to miss anything."
the sounds emitted by infants communicating information
She also helped found and now leads a journal club in
about their comfort level, and how are those sounds internewborn medicine, teaching fellows to become better
preted by adults?
readers of clinical literature.
She began recording the vocalizations and observing
Porter's hope for her field, which has grown immeasurthe behavior of infants undergoing circumcisions reably since she began, is that one day babies will not have
quested by parents. Next she analyzed the sounds and
to feel pain when they receive medical care.
asked parents and nonparents to rate the urgency of the
"This will take not only continued rigorous research
cries. She also correlated heart and respiratory rates with
but also an increased awareness and responsibility of
the progression of the circumcision and the adult ratings.
health-care providers. I am committed to seeing this
She found that the pitch of the infants' cries increased
happen," she said.
— Diane Duke
as the circumcision procedures became more
invasive. Adult listeners also interpreted those
cries as more urgent.
Through her ongoing studies on circumcision,
lumbar punctures, placement of intravenous lines
and other procedures — many in sick and premature babies — Porter has dispelled the long-held
belief that newborns are incapable of feeling pain
because their central nervous systems are not
developed enough.
Citing her persistence and commitment to her
work, F. Sessions Cole, M.D., professor of pediatrics and director of the Division of Newborn
Medicine at the medical school, said Porter has
validated many observations of nurses and physicians who care for sick babies every day.
Lonnie Zeltzer, M.D, director of the pediatric
pain program at the University of California-Los
Angeles, said Porter has contributed significantly Porter relaxes with her sons (from left) Justin, Josh and
to the field of infant pain. "Most importantly, her Jonathan.

Calendar
9:30 a.m. Orthopaedic surgery
lecture. "Management of Patients
with Arthritic Cuff Deficit Shoulders." Charles Rockwood, prof, and
chair emeritus of orthopaedic
surgery, U. of Texas-San Antonio.
Eric P. Newman Education Center.
747-2803.

Exhibitions
"Powerful Grace Lies in Herbs
and Plants: A Joint Exhibit on
Herbal Medicine." Sponsored by
Missouri Botanical Garden Library
and Bernard Becker Medical
Library. Through August. Seventh
floor, Bernard Becker Medical
Library, 660 S. Euclid. 362-4235.

Wednesday, June 24
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand
Rounds. "Evaluation and Perioperative Management of the
Patient With Respiratory Disease."
Peter Rock, prof, of anesthesiology
and of medicine; medical dir.,
Barnes-Jewish Hospital South
Campus Operating Rooms; and
chief, Barnes-Jewish Hospital
South Campus Div. of Anesthesiology. Wohl Hospital Bldg. Aud.
362-6978.

Thursday, June 25

Lectures
Friday, June 19
8 a.m.-5 p.m. Continuing Medical
Education seminar. "Cancer
Management for Practitioners."
Cost: $20. The Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
100 Carondelet Plaza. To register,
call 362-6891.
8:30 a.m. Orthopaedic surgery
lecture. "Non-operative Treatment
of Full-thickness Defects of the
Rotator Cuff." Charles Rockwood,
prof, and chair emeritus of orthopaedic surgery, U. of Texas-San
Antonio. Eric P. Newman Education Center. 747-2803.
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand
Rounds. "Horror Autotoxicus."
Calvin B. Williams, instructor in
pediatrics. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.

4 p.m. The Cancer Center Seminar Series. "New Insights into the
Biology and Treatment of B Cell
Leukemia." Thomas Kipps, prof, of
medicine and head of hematology
and oncology, UC-San Diego.
Steinberg Aud. 747-0359.

Friday, June 26
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand
Rounds. "How Organisms Adapt to
Hypoxia." Fiona H. Levy, asst. prof,
of pediatrics. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.

Wednesday, July 1
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand
Rounds. "LMW Heparin and
Anesthesia." Thomas Saak, instructor in anesthesiology. Wohl Hospital
Bldg. Aud. 362-6978.

Visit Washington University's on-line calendar at
http://cf6000.wustl.edu/calendar/events/vl.!

June 18 July 18

Friday, July 17

Tuesday, July 14

7:30 a.m.-5:45 p.m. Continuing
Medical Education seminar.
"Clinical Allergy for the Practicing Physician." (Continues July
18, 7 a.m.-12:30 p.m.) Eric P.
Newman Education Center. For
schedule of workshops, costs and
to register, call 362-6891.

8 p.m. Summer coffee house.
Music for guitar and voice.
Holmes Lounge, Ridgley Hall.

Miscellany
Thursday, June 18

Music
Saturday, June 20
8 p.m. Summer coffee house.
Acoustic and pop guitar performance. Holmes Lounge, Ridgley
Hall.

Sunday, July 5
7:30 p.m. Outdoor concert. The
Gateway Festival Orchestra.
Brookings Quadrangle.
569-0371. (See story on this
page.)

Sunday, July 12
7:30 p.m. Outdoor concert. The
Gateway Festival Orchestra.
Brookings Quadrangle.
569-0371. (See story on this
page.)

1:30 p.m. Summer Writers
Institute reading. Poetry reading by former poet in residence
Donald Finkel. Hurst Lounge,
Duncker Hall. 935-6759.

Tuesday, June 23
1:30 p.m. Summer Writers
Institute reading. Fiction
reading by author T.M. McNally.
Hurst Lounge, Duncker Hall.
935-6759.

Wednesday, July 8
9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. Computer
demonstration. "ILLIAD: The
Paperless Odyssey." Library
staff will demonstate ILLIAD
(Interlibrary Loan Information
and Delivery) electronic document request form. Atrium,
Bernard Becker Medical Library. 362-4736.

Calendar guidelines
Events sponsored by the University — its departments, schools,
centers, organizations and
recognized student organizations
— are published in the Calendar.
All events are free and open to
the public, unless otherwise
noted.
Calendar submissions should
state time, date, place,
sponsor(s), title of event or
lecture, name(s) of speaker(s),
speaker(s) affiliation(s) and
admission cost. Mail items to
Kurt Mueller at Campus Box
1070 or fax to 935-4259 or email to Record_Calendar@
aismail.wustl.edu. Submission
forms are available by calling
935-4926 and can be downloaded from the Record Web site
at http://wupa.wustl.edu/record/
guide.html.
The deadline for all entries is
noon Tuesday one week prior to
publication. Late or incomplete
entries will not be printed. The
Record is printed every Thursday during the school year,
except holidays, and monthly
during the summer. If you are
uncertain about a deadline or
holiday schedule or need more
information, call 935-4926.
The next Record will be published July 16. Deadline for
Calendar items for the July issue
is July 7.

Wednesday, July 8
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand
Rounds. "An Update on Malignant
Hyperthermia." Henry Rosenberg,
prof, of anesthesiology, Thomas
Jefferson U., Philadelphia. Wohl
Hospital Bldg. Aud. 362-6978.

Apartments help make room-jmm page i
men and returning students, the
University has extended a special
offer providing choice off-campus
housing at considerable savings to
upper-class students who had
taken space for next year on the
South 40 or in Millbrook Apartments.
Owned by the University,
these one-, two- and threebedroom apartments within four
blocks north and northeast of the
Hilltop Campus offer a host of
inducements, including:
• single bedrooms;
• all new furniture;
• living rooms and/or dining
rooms;
• kitchen facilities, including
refrigerators and stoves;
• paid utilities;
• central air conditioning or
window units;
• cable television availability;
• WU evening and nighttime
security, seven days a week;
• nearby coin-operated laundry
facilities;
• blue light phones;
• frequent WU shuttle service
to and from the Hilltop and
Medical campuses; and

• Residential Life staff and
special programming.
And the apartments will cost
considerably less than housing on
the South 40 or in the Millbrook
Apartments, according to Justin
X. Carroll, assistant vice chancellor for students and dean of
students. Depending on the kind
of South 40 housing previously
assigned and the choice of offcampus apartment, a student can
save between $712 and $2,772.
Moreover, Carroll added, any
savings will not affect students'
financial aid awards.
As additional incentives, the
University is offering, for the
1998-99 academic year, $250
worth of food service points,
$274.50 in local phone service
and $135 in an Internet connection.
Students planning to spend the
spring semester abroad also are
also eligible for the offer.
Carroll extended the offer in a
letter sent to all returning students
who had been assigned to the
South 40 or Millbrook for next
year. It is limited to the first 160
students to accept.

Lee establishes chair
April, 1997, Lee gave two major
gifts to the University to support
the E. Desmond Lee Professorship for Community Collaboration and an endowed scholarship
fund to support students as part of
the work of the professorship.
Lee received the 1996 Man of the
Year award as recognition for his
civic leadership.
Lee graduated from the University with a degree in business

-from page 1

in 1940. He is the former president of Lee/Rowan Manufacturing Co., a leading manufacturer
of closet accessories, plastic
coated shelves, hangers and other
products for consumers and
retailers. Lee began the company
in 1939 with another Washington
University alumnus, James P.
Rowan, a 1938 graduate of Arts
and Sciences.
— Barbara Rea

Walk of Fame
On May 17, William H. Gass,
Ph.D., the David May
Distinguished University
Professor in the Humanities
and director of the International Writers Center in
Arts and Sciences, was
inducted into the St. Louis
Walk of Fame, which
commemorates renowned
St. Louisans with large
brass stars and bronze
plaques in the sidewalk of
University City's Delmar
Loop. At right, pianist
Johnnie Johnson, who also
received a star, listens as
Gass accepts the honor.

Summer concerts — great music, great price
Looking for a pleasant
way to pass lazy summer
evenings before the
onslaught of the next academic
year? Then bring a blanket or a
lawn chair to the Gateway
Festival Orchestra's 28th annual
season of free concerts in
Brookings Quadrangle.
The orchestra, under the
direction of conductor William
Schatzkamer, professor emeritus in the Department of Music
in Arts and Sciences, performs
at 7:30 p.m. every Sunday
through July. Prior to each
performance, at 7 p.m., Kathy
Sitzer, director of the Jewish

Community Centers Association's theatre program (who will
serve as narrator for the
orchestra's July 26 performance
of Sergei Prokofiev's "Peter and
the Wolf") will give a children's
introduction to the concert.
The series will open July 5
with a concert featuring Bach's
Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in
G Major, selections from
Strauss' operetta "Die
Fledermaus" and other pieces.
Subsequent performances
will feature works by
Beethoven, Brahms, Vivaldi and
others. The concerts also will
feature a number of guest

artists, including violinist Silvian
Iticovici and The Chinese Peace
Chorus of St. Louis.
The Gateway Festival
Orchestra was founded in 1964.
The concerts are sponsored by
Washington University, the
American Federation of Musicians, the Recording Industry
Trust Fund, the Arts & Education
Council of St. Louis, the
Regional Arts Council, the Missouri Arts Council and Emerson
Electric Co.
In the event of rain, the concert
will be held the following Monday at the same hour. For further
information, call 569-0371.
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Great weather, food, fun
make Staff Day a big hit
The weather was a perfect 88
degrees under sunny skies
and a gentle wind for the
23rd annual Staff Day, which
took place May 18.
Events kicked off at 11 a.m.
with the Staff Service Award and
Recognition Ceremony in Edison
Theatre, hosted by Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton and John R.
Loya, vice chancellor for human
resources. Some 125 staff members were recognized by their
department heads for reaching
important milestones in years of
service to the University, much
to the enthusiastic response of
their co-workers. Shouts, cheers
and even a few banners greeted
the honorees as they accepted
their awards. (For a complete list
of honorees, see story on this
page.)
"A day like today is a reminder of what it takes to be a
great university," Wrighton told
the assembled audience. "It is the
work that you do every day that
makes the difference. The Board
of Trustees has given us the
charge of making Washington
University one of the world's
premiere universities, and working together we'll do just that."
Wrighton concluded the
ceremony by honoring School of
Architecture Registrar Myrl
Funk with the first annual Gloria
W White Award, a $1,000 award
presented to a staff member who
has made exceptional contributions to the University. The
award is named for the former
vice chancellor for human resources, who retired last year
after 30 years with the University. (See story at right.)
After the ceremony, the crowd
made its way to Bowles Plaza for
an outdoor lunch where, in
addition to food, those interested
in "Getting Out of the Traffic
Jungle" found plenty of helpful
hints at the Transit Fair, a new
Staff Day feature. Sponsored by
the non-profit Citizens for Modern Transit, the fair included
information on alternative,
environmentally friendly means
of transportation. Those who
stopped by were eligible to enter
a drawing for a $250 gift certificate to the Maplewood Bicycle
Shop, a prize taken home by
Janet Bowdry of Olin Library.
After lunch, the crowd dispersed around campus for a
variety of activities. A group of
52 intrepid souls made the journey to Forest Park for the second
annual Staff Day golf competition, which, in a change from last
year, included prizes in three
categories: men's pairs, women's
pairs and mixed pairs.
In Mallinckrodt Center, folks
cast ballots for their favorite
works of art in the Staff Arts and
Crafts Display, while in the
Athletic Complex, a team from
the office of Computing and
Communications took on the
men and women of the ROTC in
a fierce game of volleyball.
Other events included biking,
tennis, a campus tour, bingo and
another new activity, bridge.
On the softball diamond, five
teams — from the offices of
Alumni and Development, Facilities, Residential Life, Central
Stores/Business School and
Computing and Communications
— slugged their way through
three rounds of play. In the first
round, two-time champion Central Stores — Wrighton's team
— drew a pass, so Wrighton lent
his arm to last year's winners,
Alumni and Development.
"Staff day is really a great
opportunity for people to relax
and have some fun and maybe to
meet some of their co-workers
face to face," said Ann B.
Prenatt, of the Office of Human
Resources. "We always have a
terrific turnout, though of course

we'd like to see even more
people participating in the
events."
Prenatt added that Staff Day
would not be possible without
the help of the Staff Day Committee, headed by Blanche
Johnson of Human Resources,
which organizes the various
events and is made up of volunteers from all over campus.
The day concluded with a
wrap-up ceremony in Bowles
Plaza, where trophies were
awarded and a drawing was held
for two free vacations.
Wrighton, dressed in a Bears
jersey and red ball cap, did the
honors.
First prize for the arts-andcrafts competition went to
Yvonne E. Simmons, administrative assistant in the Department of Psychology in Arts and
Sciences, for her counted crossstitch bellpull. ROTC emerged
victorious in the volleyball
competition, while in softball
the team from Computing and
Communications defeated
Residential Life for top honors.
"I played for two teams and
both of them lost," Wrighton
told the crowd with a grin.
In golf, a pair of sisters,
Linda M. Trower of the Department of Physics in Arts and
Sciences and Lisa M. Siddens of
Arts and Sciences, earned the
women's trophy, while the team
of F. William Orrick of Telephone Services and Charles
Fuchs of the School of Business
took the men's. A husband-andwife team, Paul Anderson of
University Police and Connie
Anderson of Accounting Services, took top honors for the
mixed pair.
And the vacations? Judith M.
Jasper, associate vice chancellor
and executive director of University Communications, won a
trip to Tampa, Fla., while this
humble reporter won an outing
to the Windy City, Chicago.
— Liam Otten

A bountiful buffet brought Staff Day participants together for lunch al fresco in Bowles Plaza.

Gloria White Award winner Myrl Funk
'forgets no one, and no one forgets her'
School of Architecture
Registrar Myrl Funk was
awarded the first annual
Gloria W White Distinguished
Service Award on Staff Day, May
18, for her exceptional effort and
contribution to the betterment of
the University during her 40 years
of service here.
Throughout her career as
secretary, administrative assistant
and now registrar, Funk has
supported four deans for nearly
half the school's existence and
continues to contribute to the
diverse work of the office of
Dean Cynthia Weese, FAIA,
including playing a crucial role in
advising architecture students.
The distinguished service
award is named for Gloria W
White, who retired in 1997 as
vice chancellor of human
resources after 30 years at the
University.
"Our ability to offer superior
education, to achieve pathbreaking research and to expand

and improve the direct services
that we offer is due in large
measure to the dedicated support
of our staff," said Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton. "Myrl Funk
has furthered these goals through
her support of four deans, allowing them to have broader and
deeper involvement with students; her consistent support of
faculty, enabling them to fully
focus on their teaching and
research; and her responsiveness,
attentiveness and assistance to
students. Her loyalty, calm
demeanor and quick sense of
humor each contribute to a
positive working and learning
environment."
Funk said she was surprised
and pleased with the award.
"Gloria White made exceptional
contributions to the University
during her decades of service. I
am honored to have received this
tremendous recognition that
bears her name and am happy to
have had the opportunity to serve

the School of Architecture these
past years."
Weese, who was a freshman at
the architecture school the same
year Funk began working at the
University, noted: "Throughout the
nearly 40 intervening years, Myrl
has efficiently and steadfastly
done inspired work for the school.
Her attention to detail combined
with her knowledge of how to
work through issues at the University have helped generations of
students and faculty. She forgets
no one, and no one forgets her."
White said she greatly
approved of Funk as the inaugural
recipient of the distinguished
service award. "I couldn't be
prouder," White said. "Myrl
exemplifies the best among
Washington University employees
— she gives more than 100
percent, is a team player, and
when she sees a job that needs to
be done, she just does it. She is a
true member of our community."
— Ann Nicholson

125 employees honored for years of service to University
The Staff Service Award
and Recognition
Ceremony, held May 18
in Edison Theatre as part of the
annual Staff Day festivities,
honored 125 employees for their
years of service to Washington
University. Those with 10 years
of service received a pen-andpencil set; 15 years of service, a
gold medallion clock; 20 years
of service, a gold pen-andpencil set; and 26 years of
service, a gold timepiece bearing the University seal. The
honorees are:
Ten years of service:
Kathryn Ann Anderson,
Accounting Services; Linda S.
Ardakani, School of Art;
Stephen M. Bone, Tyson
Research Center; Donna K.
Boyd, Public Affairs; June A.
Buckner, Financial Aid Office;
Bradley D. Cagle, Power Plant;
Pamela J. Christopher, Development Services; Tena E. Combs,
Financial Aid Office; Randy L.
Farmer, Medical Alumni and
Development; Ellen Feinstein,
European Studies Program;
David Anthony Fitzpatrick,
Public Affairs; Bobby Jean
Golliday, Admissions Office;
Dennis A. Gravagna, Maintenance Shops; Cynthia M.
Gregory, Accounting Services;
Patrick T Harkins, Engineering;
Marilyn Ann Hassell, Computing Facilities; Connie Haynes,
Maintenance Administration;
Rose M. Haynes, Library;
Timothy P. Herman, Business
School; Susan E. Hosack,
Accounting Services; Phyllis R.
Jackson, Forsyth Residential

Halls; Jeanne E. Johnston,
Development Services; Jon R.
Kerckhove, Library; Patrick J.
Kline, Accounting Services;
Judith C. Knese, Psychology;
Stephen L. Kohler, Medical
Public Affairs; Gary S. Lee,
Military Science; Deborah E.
Luchsinger, Human Resources;
Lynda N. Markham, Architecture and Engineering Design
Services; Barbara C. Massello,
Library; Lenda A. Massie,
Business School; Virgil D.
McCall, Maintenance Shops;
Margaret Ann McCelland,
Psychology; Teresa F. Melton,
Business School; Cynthia A.
Newell, College of Arts and
Sciences; Paul M. Norman,
Grounds Services; Lindia D.
Northington, Police Department;
Angelo M. Oldani Jr., Administrative Services; Ronald L.
Payne Jr., Library; Susan E.
Penrose, Biology; James M.
Pfyl, Intercampus Bus Service;
Gregory S. Potter, Cyclotron —
Chemistry Shops; James H.
Price, Parkview and Escort
Shuttle; Rebecca G. Rauvola,
Center for the Study of Islamic
Societies and Civilizations;
Kevin P. Ray, Library; Ann B.
Rehme, Engineering; Joseph A.
Reid Jr., Maintenance Shops;
Janet L. Rensing, Political
Science; Garry E. Simburger,
Physics; Curtis E. Simmons,
Psychology; Antania Y. Taylor,
Accounting Services; Hannelore
S. Toombs, Physics; Mark D.
Usery, Maintenance Shops;
Rose A. Windmiller, Government Relations; Dale E.
Wineinger, Psychology; Dana D.

Yam, Computing Facilities;
Donna M. Zinkl, Accounting
Services.
Fifteen years of service:
Helene C. Abrams, Romance
Languages; Frederick Anderson,
Biology; Anita L. Bledsoe,
Social Thought and Analysis;
Caroline S. Boswell, Development Services; William
Buckner, Purchasing; Garrie R.
Burr, Computing Facilities;
Cheryl B. Casanova, Psychology; Jean Chou, International
Office; Donald E. Clayton,
Medical Public Affairs; Carol
Nesslein Doelling, Social Work;
Dwight Wayne Dunbar, Campus
Mail; Michael G. Dyer, Biology;
Margaret Fuller, Engineering;
Elizabeth M. Fyfe, Germanic
Languages and Literatures;
John W Hansford, Alumni and
Development; Marcia L. Harris,
Student Affairs; Curt H. Hartog,
Engineering; Debora I.
Hawkins, Library; Karl R.
Helms, Euclid Power Plant;
Patricia H. Howard, Computing
Facilities; Lucy G. Hubert,
Mathematics; Starla K.
Johnston, Athletics; Terry K.
Keebler, Maintenance Shops;
Joseph Dale Ketner II, Museums; Susan M. Killenberg,
Public Affairs; Thomas W Kirk,
Maintenance Shops; Steven C.
Kraushaar, Public Affairs;
David Z. Million, Maintenance
Shops; Lois R. Newell,
Accounting Services; Susan L.
Reinschmidt, office of the vice
chancellor for students; Karen D.
Rensing, Economics; Joanne C.
Roman, Accounting Services;
Rick A. Schlattmann, Mainte-

nance Shops; Lanna K. Skadden,
Business School; Jane Smith,
University College; Hannelore
M. Spence, Germanic Languages and Literatures; Virginia
F Toliver, Library; J. Michael
Touhey, Special Development
Programs; Shirley A. Webber,
University College; Barbara
Weston, Engineering; Arley M.
Willenborg, Accounting Services; Annie Williams, Library;
Robert Edward Wiltenburg,
University College; Terry Ann
Wirtel, Financial Planning
Office; Joe M. Worlund,
Athletics.
Twenty years of service:
Myrna E. Harbison, Engineering; David H. Kilper, Public
Affairs; Willie Scott, Maintenance Shops; Kristina Smith,
Earth Sciences; David L.
Straight, Library; Sylvia M.
Turnbough, Human Resources;
W Davis Van Bakergem, Architecture; Roscoe Vollmar, Tyson
Research Center; Margaret M.
Watkins, Graduate School;
Rodney E. Wegermann, Library.
Twenty-six years of service:
Sharon Ann Balsman, Library;
Philip Nathan Corpening,
Library; Cynthia L. Cosby,
Manager of Special Programs;
Stanley Sherman Drane, Library;
Olivia Jean Hill, Accounting
Support Services; Denise
Hirschbeck, Computing Facilities; Jean R. Kirby, Engineering;
Donna Lee Murphy, Library;
Otha Lee Overholt, Computing
Facilities; Yvonne E. Simmons,
Psychology; Edward W Stevens,
Maintenance Shops; Leon
Wonsley, Maintenance Shops.
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Professor's fracture mechanics law a topic
at national symposium here June 22-25
Unless your name is
Murphy, you probably
don't have a law named
after you. But Paul Paris, Ph.D.,
professor of mechanics, is one of
those rare individuals whose name
is made famous by a law. And on
June 22, some 200 engineers from
around the world will gather at
Washington University's
Anheuser-Busch Hall for the 30th
National Symposium on Fatigue
and Fracture Mechanics to weave
the Paris Law of Crack Growth
into the latest findings on fracture
mechanics.
Fracture mechanics is the
science and art of analyzing how
structures and components fail
from fatigue and of preventing
them from doing so.
Paris, a University faculty
member for 22 years, first
described the essence of his law
in a paper published in 1961 in
an obscure University of Washington engineering journal. A
subsequent paper the following
year stated the actual law.
While Murphy's Law tells us if
anything can go wrong it will, the
Paris Law (paraphrased) says
things go wrong due to a structural flaw, and to avoid that, one
must analyze the potential for
flaw growth. That is: For any kind
of structure with repeated cyclic
loads, an eventual outcome of
stress and fatigue is flaw growth.

Leading off
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton occupies center stage on the
field and the scoreboard as he throws out the first pitch for
the St. Louis Cardinals' game against the Florida Marlins at
Busch Stadium May 17. (The Record assumes no responsibility for typographical errors on the scoreboard.)

Keating to lead law school;
national search continues
Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton has named
Daniel L. Keating, J.D., as
dean of the School of Law, while a
national effort continues for the
appointment of a dean to serve a
regular term. Keating, who currently serves as associate dean and
professor, will become dean of the
law school July 1.
Dorsey D. Ellis Jr., J.D.,
announced last fall that he would
conclude his tenure as dean
June 30. Following a sabbatical,
Ellis plans to serve the school as
a professor of law.
"Dan Keating has the qualities
we are seeking in a strong leader
for the School
of Law. I am
extremely
pleased that
he has agreed
to take on this
significant
responsibility," Wrighton
said.
Ellis
Daniel L. Keating
noted: "Dan
Keating is an extraordinarily
talented leader who commands the
respect of the faculty, students,
fellow administrators and alumni.
I am confident his vision and
extensive experience as an academic leader will serve the school
well in his new role as dean."
Keating has named law professor Susan Frelich Appleton, J.D.,
as associate dean.
As associate dean, Keating has
overseen academic matters at the
law school, including the curriculum, tenure process and organization of faculty committees, since
1993. He teaches courses in
bankruptcy and the Uniform
Commercial Code, Article 2. In
1990, he was named Outstanding
Professor of the Year by the
students at the law school.
The author of a treatise on the
employment law implications of
bankruptcy, as well as two just-

released casebooks on commercial
law, Keating has written numerous
articles on legal issues related to
bankruptcy, including the impact
of bankruptcy on employee health
and pension benefits.
Keating received a bachelor of
arts degree in 1983 from
Monmouth (111.) College and a law
degree in 1986 from the University of Chicago. He and his wife,
Jane, and their three children live
in University City.
"I am honored to have been
asked to serve as dean and will
work to continue the progress that
has been made in propelling the
school forward as an internationally respected entity," Keating
said. "I look forward to working
with Susan Appleton as we further
the law school's goals of providing
the highest quality legal education
and scholarship."
Appleton said she welcomes
the opportunity to serve in the law
school's administration.
Co-author of the casebook
"Modern Family Law: Cases and
Materials" and an accompanying
teacher's manual, Appleton has
published
numerous
articles on
reproductive
rights and
other family
law issues.
Her scholarship focuses
on the legal
aspects of
Susan Frelich Appleton
human reproduction, adoption, divorce, welfare
reform and surrogate motherhood.
In 1993, she received the
Founder's Day Distinguished
Faculty Award.
She received a bachelor's
degree from Vassar College (N.Y.)
in 1970 and a law degree in 1973
from the University of California
at Berkeley. Appleton and her
husband, Bob, and their two sons
live in University City.

"The methodology revolutionized the field of fatigue and
fracture because it takes into
account the fact that instead of
analyzing structural fatigue as if
the structure were perfect, you
have to consider that there is
always the possibility of a flaw in
the structure that will grow," said
Paris, who at the time he conceived the Paris Law was an
assistant professor at the University of Washington.
"Before the Paris Law, engineers analyzed a part and from
that analysis determined the
lifetime from empirical rules
developed from laboratory data,"
he said. "At the time, engineers
inspected aircraft to find fatigue
cracks. If a crack was present,
they would like to compute how
fast that crack would grow. No
one had a method to determine
crack growth. Today the Paris Law
is the means to compute crack
growth."
The United States Air Force
uses the Paris Law to analyze its
aircraft. It also is used by others in
the aviation industry and in construction industries.
A cottage industry of sorts has
grown around the Paris Law, with
people working on many different
details. Engineers are working on
ways to improve materials, for
instance, so that fatigue cracks
will grow slowly.

"It's been said that Paul Paris
has created lots of jobs, and that's
very true," said Kenneth L.
Jerina, D.Sc, professor of
mechanical engineering and, with
Paris, co-chair of the symposium.
Paris initiated the symposium
in 1967 with University of Maryland colleague George Irwin,
Ph.D. The event also serves as an
informal celebration of the journal
Engineering Fracture Mechanics,
which arose out of the first symposium and has become the
leading publication in the field.
Paris and Irwin co-founded the
journal.
"This is a gathering of the best
in the fracture mechanics field,"
said Jerina, who also has made
many contributions to the field
and is director of the University's
Materials Science and Engineering Program. "It's one of the
largest forums for disseminating
the results of new research on
fatigue and discussing fracture
mechanics."
Paris is one of the most cited
professionals in fracture mechanics. A book he co-authored with
Irwin and Washington University
affiliate professor of mechanical
engineering Hiroshi Tada, Ph.D.,
"The Stress Analysis of Cracks
Handbook," alone has been cited
more than 1,000 times since 1989.
It is now in its third edition.
— Tony Fitzpatrick

New buildings will inaugurate residential college
This fall, students will chrisElizabeth Gray Danforth House
ten three new residential
and the Burton M. Wheeler
houses currently under construcHouse.
tion on the South 40. Those three
The Elizabeth Gray Danforth
houses constitute the first Residen- House will be the largest house
tial College — a subset community for freshman. It is named in
of about 300 students — inaugurat- recognition of Danforth, who was
ing on campus a new philosophy in the University's First Lady from
student housing designed to pro1971 to 1995 when her husband,
vide a social and intellectual comWilliam H. Danforth, served as
munity environment and enhance
chancellor. During that time,
personal growth opportunities.
Elizabeth Danforth exhibited a
Names for the three new
generous commitment to students.
houses and the Residential ColProfessor Emeritus Wheeler,
lege were approved last week by
Ph.D., retired in 1996 after a
the Executive Committee of the
career as one of the University's
University's Board of Trustees.
most distinguished faculty memThe names were selected in recog- bers. He devoted his life to stunition of individuals who have
dents as a professor of English
made extraordinary contributions
and religious studies in Arts and
to Washington University and to
Sciences for more than 40 years
its students.
The Residential College will be
named the William Greenleaf
Eliot College, honoring Eliot's
visionary leadership in guiding the pleted in 1970. It served as home
founding of the University and his to the School of Law until Janulifelong commitment to the instiary 1997, when the school moved
tution as the first president of the
to Anheuser-Busch Hall, a new
Corporation and as chancellor
state-of-the-art building that, with
from 1872 until his death in 1887. twice the room of the adjacent
The three houses making up
Mudd Hall, could accommodate
that Residential College will be
the growing student enrollment.
named the Ethan A.H. Shepley
Since then, Mudd Hall has been
House (see story on page 1), the
used for classroom space and to

and as dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences from 1971-77.
The residential college concept
aims to provide an enhanced sense
of kinship, expanded programmatic choices, increased faculty
and staff presence and support and
additional common areas for study
and gatherings. Each residential
college will be made up of three
residential houses.
The three houses that will be
completed in the fall represent
Phase 1 of a long-range plan for
the South 40. Four more buildings
are expected to be built on the
South 40 in Phase 2. A dedication
ceremony for the three houses
and the new residential college
will take place in the fall when
the students are on campus.

Buildings' names live on - from pagei
temporarily house employees
while other University buildings
were renovated.
The existing Shepley Residence Hall on the South 40 is 12story brick building completed in
1963. Until the end of the
1997-98 academic year, it
housed 320 students.
— Martha Everett

Another kind of community service
More than 50 firefighters from eight neighboring communities made good use of the soon-tobe-demolished Shepley Residence Hall June 2 and 3 by training in high-rise operations in the
12-story building. Drills included rescue, ventilation, fire control and water supply.
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International scholarships given to 14 students
Fourteen students have been
awarded scholarships to study
abroad during the 1998-99 academic year, according to Priscilla
Stone, Ph.D., coordinator of International Studies in Arts and
Sciences.
Ten of the awardees have
received Fulbright Scholarships,
three have earned grants from the
German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD) in coordination
with the Fulbright process, and
one has received a Fulbright-Hays
Award from the U.S. Department
of Education.
Of the 10 Fulbright winners,
five are graduating seniors and
five are graduate students. The
seniors and their destinations are:
Angela Bain, France, (will
serve as a teaching assistant);
Robert Guthrie, Germany,
(will serve as a teaching assistant);
Patricia Skarbinski, Poland,
Polish theater, "The Polish Theater: Past and Present";
Laura Tobben, Germany, (will
serve as a teaching assistant); and

Tomika Wright, Japan, East
Asian studies, "The Integration of
Nanbei Nikkeijin (Latin Americans of Japanese Descent) into
Japanese Society."
The graduate students, all
doctoral candidates, are:
Sarah Cox, Japan, Japanese
literature, "How Art Produces Art:
Mori Ogai and the Literature of
Translation";
John Ginkel, Latvia, political
science, "Latvian Nationalism,
Culture and Independence";
Lia Nower, Canada, social
work, "Gambling Behaviors: A
Comparative Study";
Jennifer Seely, Benin and
Togo, political science, "Transitions to Democracy in Benin and
Togo"; and
Nicholas Taintor, Indonesia,
anthropology, "The Social Implications of Mobility in South
Sumatra."
The three students who
received DAAD scholarships to
study in Germany are:
Jennifer Askey, German
literature, "Gender and National-

ism in Girls' Literature in Late
19th-century Germany";
David Colclasure, German
literature, "The Negotiation of
Collective Identity in German
Literature Since Reunification";
and
Genevieve Cory, "The
Forester in Late 19th- and Early
20th-century German and
Austrian Literature."
Receiving a Fulbright-Hays is:
Erin Stiles, Eritrea, anthropology, "Marriage, Divorce and the
Islamic Legal Tradition in Eritrea."
Earlier this spring, Joseph
Allen, Ph.D., associate professor
of Chinese languages and literatures in Arts and Sciences, was
awarded a faculty Senior Scholar
Fulbright Grant to conduct
research in Taiwan in the coming
academic year.
For more information on
opportunities for international
funding, call Stone at 935-5958.
The deadline for Fulbright applications for faculty is Aug. 1
every year and for students is
Sept. 21, 1998.

Weldon appointed director of the CSAB
Virginia V Weldon, M.D,
will become the new
director of the Center for
the Study of American Business
(CSAB) July 1, according to
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton.
CSAB is an internationally recognized not-for-profit research
institute located at
Washington University to conduct
scholarly research on issues
affecting the American business
system.
"We are extremely pleased to
attract Virginia Weldon to this
important role," Wrighton said.
"Her unique experience as a
corporate leader, university
administrator, scholarly
researcher and expert in science
and health policy will bring an
excellent combination of strong
capabilities to CSAB. She follows in the footsteps of two
outstanding previous directors,
Kenneth Chilton and Murray
Weidenbaum."
Weldon recently announced
her retirement as senior vice
president of public policy at
Monsanto Co., where she had

served since 1989. Previously, she
served the University for more
than 20 years as deputy vice
chancellor for medical affairs,
professor of pediatrics and vice
president of the Washington
University Medical Center.
"The Center for the Study of
American Business has played an
important
role at
Washington University for
several
decades,"
said
Edward S.
Macias,
executive
vice
Virginia V. Weldon
chancellor
and dean of Arts and Sciences. "It
has developed scholarly linkages
to a number of departments and
schools at the University, including economics and political
science in Arts and Sciences, the
John M. Olin School of Business
and several others. We believe
Virginia Weldon brings a special

combination of talents and
perspectives to CSAB. She will
help bring CSAB closer to our
academic departments and programs."
Weldon succeeds the Center's
current director, Kenneth W
Chilton, Ph.D., who will head up
a new post at CSAB as manager
of environmental policy. After
serving 21 years in administrative
roles at the center, Chilton plans
to devote himself to research and
writing on environmental issues.
Weidenbaum will continue as
chair — a post to which he was
named in 1995.
"This is a wonderful challenge,
and I look forward to facilitating
the great work of CSAB," Weldon
said. "I follow in the footsteps of
two outstanding public policy
leaders, and I look forward to
building on their momentum."
Weldon, a 1957 graduate of
Smith College (Mass.), received a
medical degree from the University
of Buffalo (NY.) School of Medicine in 1962 and did her residency
and fellowship training at Johns
Hopkins University (Md.).

A quarter century of deed and devotion honored
They were hired in 1973.
There was scandal brewing
in the White House, bellbottoms were in style and gasoline
went for about a buck a gallon.
Twenty-five years later, those
barometers remain unchanged.
What has been altered for the
better — thanks in part to the
efforts of those hirees — is the
state and stature of Washington
University.
That sentiment was at the forefront of a May 5 reception honoring
57 members of the University
community who recently completed their 25th year of service.
The honorees included both faculty
and staff from the Hilltop, Medical
and West campuses.
Hosting the University House
reception was Chancellor Mark S.
Wrighton, who was joined by
Edward S. Macias, Ph.D., executive vice chancellor and dean of
Arts and Sciences; William A.
Peck, M.D., executive vice chancellor for medical affairs and dean
of the School of Medicine; Richard A. Roloff, executive vice

Correction
An obituary for Edwin T.
Jaynes, Ph.D., professor
emeritus of physics in Arts and
Sciences, included a misspelling
of his name in the May 14 issue
of the Record. The Record
regrets the error.

chancellor; and Ann B. Prenatt,
director of employee relations and
human resources.
"It is remarkable that we have
so many distinguished members of
our faculty and staff who have
given a quarter century of their
lives to making Washington University what it is today," Wrighton
said. "The entire University community applauds their dedication
and their fine example of commitment to our mission and goals."
Those honored were:
Pamela Barr, Hematology;
Spomenko Bauer, Anethesiology;
Dianne Boehmer, WU Shared
Billing and Collection Services;
Arlene Boulding, Student Counseling Services; Linda Breuklander,
Clinical Research Center; Joy
Brothers, Pediatrics; Colleen
Calcaterra, Obstetrics and Gynecology; Patricia Clay, Renal; David
Clifford, Neurology; Thelma
Clifton-Dozier, Accounting Services; Mark Conradi, Physics;
Connie Davis, Radiation Oncology; James Delmez, Internal Medicine; Richard Diemer, Lifelong
Learning Institute; Joyce Edwards,
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences; Roberta Fishman, Psychiatry; Beverly Fogelman, Radiation
Oncology; William Frazier III,
Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics; Lawrence Gelb, Internal
Medicine; Louis Gilula, Radiology;
Shirley Gonzalez-Rubio, Institute
for Biomedical Computing; Jeffrey
Gordon, Molecular Biology and

Pharmacology; Karen Green,
Pathology;
Lonnie Haefner, Civil Engineering; James Harris, Architecture; William Hart Jr., Opthalmology and Visual Sciences;
Rudolf Husar, Mechanical Engineering; Lynn Imergoot, Athletics;
Terrence Keegan, Olin Library;
David Konig, History; Mark
Lowe, Pediatrics; Philip Ludbrook,
Internal Medicine; Kenneth
Ludmerer, Internal Medicine; Paul
Michael Lutzeler, Germanic
Languages and Literatures;
Anna Mann, Clinical Research
Center; Patricia Mulligan, Neurosurgery; Jane Nothaker, Administration and Finance; William
Owens, Anesthesiology; Frank
Podosek, Earth Sciences; Kenneth
Polakoski, Obstetrics and Gynecology; Madelon Price, Psychiatry; James Purdy, Radiology; John
Russell, Molecular Biology and
Pharmacology;
Richard Schmaeng, Physics;
Suresh Shah, Internal Medicine;
Elery Sharp, Comparative Medicine; Paul Simons, Pediatrics;
Gregory Storch, Pediatrics; Robert
Sussman, Anthropology; Curt
Thies, Chemical Engineering;
George Veith, Biology: Lawrence
Waldbaum, Anesthesiology; Charles
Williams, Pathology; Edward
Wilson, Mathematics; William
Winter, WU Shared Billing and
Collection Services; Mitchel Wolf,
Opthamology and Visual Sciences;
and Trudy Wright, Renal.
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Freund to direct special projects
Michael H. Freund has
joined Washington
University as director of
University special development
projects, according to David T.
Blasingame, vice chancellor for
alumni and development programs. Freund succeeds David C.
Jones, who will serve special
development programs as planned
giving officer.
"Michael's management expertise and strong organizational
skills will enhance the overall
effectiveness of Washington
University's alumni and development programs and maintain the
important initiatives that his
predecessor, David C. Jones,
established," Blasingame said.
Freund brings to the University more than 20 years of management experience. He joined
Edison Brothers Stores Inc. in
1969 in the footwear division and
later became vice president of
accessory merchandising. In
1982, Freund became executive
vice president-corporate adminis-

tration with responsibility for the
company's administration, technology, communications and
facilities management.
A graduate of Tulane University, Freund holds a bachelor's
degree in business administration.
He is a member of the National
Association of Fleet Administrators and is active in its local
chapter. In addition, Freund
serves on a number of boards for
St. Louis civic, charitable and
educational institutions, including
the Washington University Medical Center and the School of Art's
National Council.
David C. Jones has been with
the University since 1989. As
planned giving officer, Jones will
assist donors in making trust,
annuity, bequest and other
planned gifts to the University.
Prior to his work here, Jones
worked for seven years in commercial banking. He received a
bachelor's degree in romance
languages from Bowdoin College
(Maine) in 1981.

Gibson to lead A&S development
Robert W Gibson has been
appointed senior director
of development for Arts
and Sciences effective June 30,
according to David T
Blasingame, vice chancellor for
alumni and development programs. Gibson succeeds Cynthia
J. Martin, who will be assuming
new responsibilities in support of
the College of Arts and Sciences,
including a program to expand
Career Services.
As senior director, Gibson will
manage and direct all aspects of
Arts and Sciences' development
efforts. Prior to this appointment,
Gibson served as director of
development for the School of
Law and was instrumental in the
school's successful new building
campaign.
"We are fortunate to have Rob
serve in this pivotal role," noted
Blasingame. "He brings great
strengths to the Arts and Sciences
team."
Commenting on the appointment, Edward S. Macias, Ph.D.,
executive vice chancellor and
dean of Arts and Sciences, said:
"Rob's knowledge of Washington
University and his development
experience will serve Arts and

Sciences well. I look forward to
working with him as we continue
developing our plans to attract
and retain excellent faculty and
students, to serve society and to
prepare students for the challenges of the 21st century."
Gibson brings to this new
position more than 20 years of
development-related experience.
He began his development career
in 1977 as assistant director of
annual giving and subsequently
became director at the University
of Bridgeport (Conn.). During
nine years at the University of
Vermont, he served in a number
of positions, including director of
development and assistant vice
president for development, playing a major role in that
university's first successful capital campaign.
In 1990, Gibson joined Bryant
College (R.I.), as vice president
for development, alumni relations
and external affairs. He came to
Washington University in 1994.
Gibson holds a bachelor's
degree in psychology from the
University of Pennsylvania and a
master's degree in English literature from the University of
Bridgeport.

Jolley takes engineering position
David K. Jolley has been
appointed senior director
of development for the
School of Engineering and Applied
Science, effective June 8, according to David T. Blasingame, vice
chancellor for alumni and development programs.
As senior director, Jolley will
manage and direct all aspects of
the engineering school's development efforts. Prior to this appointment, Jolley served as director of
development for the George Warren Brown School of Social Work
and was instrumental in many of
the school's achievements, including a major gift campaign that
resulted in a new building.
"We are fortunate to have David
direct the efforts in the School of
Engineering and Applied Science,"
Blasingame said. "He is an enthusiastic, dedicated team player who
brings much enthusiasm and many
strengths to the position."
Christopher I. Byrnes, Ph.D.,

dean of the engineering school,
said: "We are pleased to have
David join our team as we continue to meet the existing challenges identified in our Project 21
Plan. David already has done very
impressive work at Washington
University, which will help us all
in his new position."
Jolley joined Washington
University in 1991 as director of
development and alumni relations
with the social work school. During that time, he coordinated a
major gift campaign toward the
construction of a new building for
the social work school, increased
major donor gifts and developed a
variety of effective strategies for
fundraising and international
marketing tools for the school. He
also was active in developing
educational conferences and
seminars.
Jolley holds a bachelor's degree
in psychology, graduating in 1975
from Ohio Wesleyan University.
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Hilltop
Campus
The following is a partial list of positions
available on the Hilltop Campus. Information regarding these and other positions
may be obtained in the Office of Human
Resources, Room 130 West Campus, or
by calling 935-5906. Job openings also
may be accessed via the World Wide
Web at cf6000.wustl.edu/hr/home.
Sales Associate (part time) 980312.
Women's Society, Bear Necessities
Shop. Requirements: high school education; one to three years cashiering/sales
experience; detail oriented with a high
degree of accuracy; good interpersonal
skills, customer orientation and customer relations; ability to stand, lift, display merchandise; weekend availability.
Flexible hours.
Systems Administrator 980320. School
of Architecture. Requirements:
bachelor's degree, two to three years experience with Windows NT and
Macintosh operating systems; Microsoft
(MCSE) certification preferred; experience with applications used by architectural profession (Autocad or 3-D Studio)
a plus; initiative and independent functioning. Responsibilities include setting
up, maintaining and configuring PC and

Macintosh work stations for faculty and
students; server support, client support
and network support plus supervision of
four to six graduate students.
Assistant Facility Manager 980323.
Athletic Department. Requirements:
bachelor's degree; ability to communicate well with all types of people; ability
to organize and to think and act independently.
Associate Network Engineer-Network
Server/Support 980325. Office of Residential Computing. Requirements:
associate's degree in electronics or networking or equivalent experience; working knowledge of Lan, Unix, TCP/IP, Win
NT and Appletalk; experience installing,
maintaining and providing support for
local area networks; systems experience
with PC and Macintosh computers;
strong problem solving skills; good verbal and written communication skills.
Responsibilities include support and design of the student in-room Ethernet
LAN and off-campus wireless LAN, installation and administration of Desktop
Ethernet connections and fiber-optic
support; Win NT server support for file
and print sharing; network maintenance
and troubleshooting; and student technical staff oversight.
Computer/Audio Video Technician
980328. Business School. Requirements: associate's degree; expertise with

TSL offers Microsoft bargains
The full range of Microsoft
products are now available at
reduced rates to members of The
Software Library (TSL).
Recently, TSL signed an agreement with the software giant
establishing the Microsoft Select
Program at Washington University to access the best level of
educational pricing for Microsoft
software licenses.
TSL, located on the Hilltop
Campus, is a cooperative made up
of software users at Washington
University. Users join program
groups within TSL based on the
computer applications and operating systems with which they
work. By banding together, members receive volume purchase
discounts on software.
The complete range of
Microsoft products — more than
200 — are available through the
Microsoft Select Program. These
products include software for
databases, reference material,
spreadsheets, word processing,
Web page creation, e-mail, presentations, project planning,
desktop publishing, scheduling,
programming, operating systems
and systems management. Platforms include DOS, Windows
3.x, Windows 95, Windows NT,
Windows for Workgroups and
Macintosh.
Through the program, users
purchase right-to-use licenses.
Licenses may be purchased by
University departments on all
three campuses; they may not be
purchased for personal use by
faculty, staff or students. The

following products, however, may
be used at home by faculty and
staff if they are licensed for the
same product on their office
computer: Office, Office Pro,
Project, Publisher and FrontPage.
Purchasing a license gives a
user the right to copy the software
onto a single computer system
and use the software on that
computer system. Once the initial
software program license is
purchased, users can run the
software on other computers in
their group by purchasing additional right-to-use licenses at a
fraction of the full product cost.
For example, if Microsoft
Office Pro 97 is desired on 10
PCs, users may purchase one copy
of Office Pro 97 at the educational
price of $160.00 and nine licenses
at $44.52 each. This saves
$1,039.32 overbuying 10 copies
of the full product. Users also can
purchase additional Office Pro 97
CDs — up to the number of
licenses owned— for $14.20 each.
Because prices are subject to
adjustment, exact pricing must be
verified with TSL's authorized
reseller, Software Plus of St.
Louis, which provides all
Microsoft Select Program purchases. All inquiries and orders
should be directed to Chad
Adams at Software Plus at 6927638, ext. 117, or
chada@swpnet.com. Current
pricing information is available at
http://tsl.wustl.edu/Info/MS.html.
For more information on TSL,
call Don Blair, associate director
of TSL, at 935-7388.

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police from May 11-June 14. Readers
with information that could assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call
935-5555. This release is provided as a public service to promote safety-awareness
and is available on the University Police Web site at http://rescomp.wustl.edu/~wupd.

Campus Watch is abbreviated
during the summer months.
A Jeep Grand Cherokee was
stolen from the Brookings parking
lot June 2 and recovered June 3
with only minor damage.
A NationsBank employee was
arrested June 10 for forgery and
thefts involving $4,000 stolen
from the branch bank in
Mallinckrodt Center. An investigation continues.

During the five-week period
there were 14 thefts reported. In
five of the thefts, $8,970 worth
of University property, including
$5,970 worth of computer
equipment, was stolen. Personal
property valued at $3,345,
including $1,355 worth of tools
from renovation and construction
sites, was stolen in nine thefts.
There also were three reported
burglaries.

video cameras, decks, lighting, monitors, 35mm, video and data projection;
working knowledge of computer interfaces and proper connections; ability to
troubleshoot all computer and audio visual equipment; knowledgeable about
mixers, audio snakes, amps, portable
systems, wireless/hardwired microphones and the operation of audio systems; ability to work independently, be
punctual and courteous; physical
strength to lift 50-70 pounds of equipment; flexible availability, including
weekends and evenings; communication
and public relations skills. Responsibilities include assisting with on-line com-

puterized systems, such as Maximo, and
with mail delivery and pick up.
Research Programmer 980329. Psychology. Requirements: bachelor's or
higher degree in computer science, engineering, physics or math; proficiency in
C Programming; analytical and communication skills; background in image processing or statistics preferred. Responsibilities include developing, implementing and testing visualization and analysis
tools for laboratory leader in field of human brain mapping.
Department Secretary 980330. Materials Science Engineering. Requirements:

high school diploma, some college preferred. Responsibilities include typing reports, manuscripts and proposals for material research lab group; tracking students for material science and engineering program; secretarial support for associate director of research office.
Physics Librarian 980331. Physics. Requirements: MLS from ALA-accredited
library school; experience in a science library with a background in physical science; demonstrated knowledge of microcomputers, software and online systems;
strong interpersonal skills for dealing
with faculty, staff and students.

Pre-tax parking deduction plan means
savings for University employees
Anew pre-tax parking plan
ees who want to change to payroll
means savings — an
deduction must take their current
.average of $100 a year —
parking permits to the transportation department at 6930 Millbrook
for University employees. Under
the plan, which took effect June 1,
Blvd. and complete a form at the
University parking fees paid
office. Employees on the Medical
through payroll deduction come out Campus wanting to use payroll
of faculty and staff salaries before
deduction should contact their
taxes are computed, thus saving the departmental parking representataxes on the fee amount.
tive for a form to complete.
Participation in the plan will
Using the pre-tax payroll
not reduce the amount of employ- deduction can substantially reduce
ees' maximum annual retirement
the cost of parking despite July 1
contribution.
increases in some parking fees.
The pre-tax benefit is available All employees using the pre-tax
through a recent amendment to
plan will see a savings; however,
Internal Revenue Code Section
the amount of savings will vary
132. The new plan was announced depending on income, parking
in a May 28 letter to all employpermit and tax filing status.
ees.
Faculty and staff who currently
pay parking fees through payroll
deduction were automatically
entered into the pre-tax plan as of
As of July 1, some parking
June 1. The change will first
fees on both the Medical
appear on monthly paychecks for
and Hilltop campuses will
June or, for employees on the
increase. The good news is that
bi-weekly payroll, in the second
even with the rate increases,
check in June.
employees using the new pre-tax
Anyone who uses payroll
parking plan could end up
deduction but does not want to
paying less for parking than they
take advantage of the pre-tax
pay now.
benefit must contact the transporThe fiscal year 1999 parking
tation office on his or her campus.
fees are as follows:
Employees on the Hilltop and
Hilltop Campus
West campuses should call the
Parking
Current
Annual
Department of Transportation at
permit
annual
parking
935-5601. Medical Campus emparking
fees as
ployees should call Transportation
fees
ofJuly 1
Services at 362-6824.
Employees who currently pay
$484
$500
Red
parking fees in an annual lump
Yellow
278
286
sum must sign up for payroll
Brown
278
286
deduction by July 1 to receive the
Blue
278
286
pre-tax benefit. That change will
Official
take effect July 1, the start of the
Business
200
225
University's new fiscal year.
Disabled
90
90
Hilltop and West Campus employ-

Because a large percentage of
University employees are married,
earn in the 15 percent federal tax
bracket and file a joint tax return,
officials used their situation as an
example of pre-tax plan savings.
Such an employee on the Hilltop
Campus with a yellow parking
permit will save about $82 a year;
on the Medical Campus, an
employee in similar circumstances
with a surface lot parking permit
will save about $ 110 annually.
For more information on
parking, contact the transportation office on your campus. For
information on the pre-tax benefit, call your Office of Human
Resources.

Parking rates set for FY 1999
Green
Off-site
Evening
Monthly

90
60
56
35

90
60
58
40

Medical Campus
Parking
permit

Current
annual
parking
fees

Euclid
Garage
reserved $912
Euclid
Garage
unreserved 552
Clayton
Garage
reserved N/A
Clayton
Garage
unreserved 432
Surface lots 360

Annual
parking
fees as
ofJuly 1

$948

588

708

468
384

Maki named VADC design architect -fmmpagei
include the creation of improved
facilities that will permit a more
collaborative and interactive
relationship among these areas,
which already are located near
one another on the eastern end of
the Hilltop Campus. Additionally, the art school needs to
consolidate facilities currently
located at the Lewis Center and
the Academy Building, both off
campus in University City.
According to Chancellor
Mark S. Wrighton, "Washington
University intends to create a
world-class center by linking our
nationally ranked academic
programs with outstanding
library and gallery resources to
form a program that will meaningfully encourage the work of
these five important, related
areas."
Deal added: "The VADC will
generate new opportunities for
interdisciplinary programs; bring
together cutting-edge visual
technologies; unite our strong
community of students, educators, practitioners and scholars;
and become a resource for the
entire Washington University

campus and the region.
"We see this center as a way to
open and encourage new opportunities for research, creativity,
teaching and learning for students
and faculty in the fields of art,
architecture and art history," Deal
noted. "The center also will
provide resources for the investigation and use of new technologies and the study of their impact
on visual arts and design in an
interactive, multi-disciplinary
learning environment that serves
all students at Washington University, as well as the professional
fields of art, architecture and art
history, and the community as a
whole."
Three major themes form the
foundation for cooperation among
the five programs:
• enhanced opportunities for
interdisciplinary study;
• application of emerging
information technologies to
scholarly and creative work; and
• integration of visual literacy
as a component in today's liberal
arts education for all students.
"As we work through ways to
link these programs effectively,"

Deal said, "we also feel it is
important to give students from
other disciplines instruction and
understanding of their increasingly complex visual environment."
Cooperative efforts and initiatives of the center currently being
planned include: combined
introductory studio courses for
students in art and architecture; a
new jointly operated electronic
media center; an improved art
and architecture library to serve
all five units in their research and
creative activities; and collaboration between the three academic
units and the art gallery in staffing, exhibition planning and
programming.
"We want to contribute,"
Wrighton said, "to the advancement of art and architecture on a
regional, national and international level. We especially want
the center to serve as an important resource for the St. Louis
community through its outreach
and continuing education courses
and programs, as well as exhibitions provided through the Gallery of Art."

